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Kangaroos in Georgian London

PIDCOCK’S GRAND MENAGERIE.
Copper token issued by Pidcock’s Menagerie, London, circa 1801, featuring 
a kangaroo and joey.
Æ halfpenny, diameter 29 mm, weight 11 grams. Obverse: a kangaroo 
left, facing back, a joey in pouch, THIS KANGAROO'S BIRTH. SEP. 
10. 1800. Reverse: a lion standing right, facing back, with dog on back, 
LION AND DOG 1801. Rich, dark brown patina with superb detail; an 
extremely fine example. 
The Grand Menagerie of Wild Beasts and Birds, owned by the 
entrepreneur Gilbert Pidcock, was one of numerous menageries of 
exotic animals which could be visited by the public in Georgian London. 
Pidcock opened for business under his own name in 1795, at the Exeter 
Change in the Strand, after purchasing his initial stock from his former 
business partner and fellow menagerist, Thomas Clark. To promote 
his business, between 1795 and 1801 Pidcock issued copper tokens 
with a wide variety of combinations of animals from his menagerie 
adorning the obverse and reverse. Apart from the kangaroo and lion, 
these included a cockatoo, toucan, beaver, rhinoceros, elephant, baboon, 
ostrich and a two-headed cow. Pidcock’s tokens went into general 
circulation and had a value equivalent to a halfpenny. They could also 
be redeemed at his establishment for minted crown coinage, or used 
as part payment towards the admission fee (which would have been 
considerably more than a halfpenny). Pidcock’s business was hugely 
popular and financially successful.
$ 3,000 AUD # 12341
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A fine French set of voyages, including Cook, La Perouse and 
Bougainville

BANCAREL, F. 
Collection abrégée des voyages anciens et modernes autour du monde 
… … 
Paris : De l’imprimerie de Fr. Dufart, père, 1808-9. Twelve volumes, 
octavo, contemporary full calf (rubbing and occasional light marks, 
rear board of volume 1 and front board of volume 10 with heavier 
discolouration and stains), spines ornamental gilt with contrasting 
leather labels, all edges stained red, engraved plates including portraits 
of the explorers and ethnographic subjects, 6 folding maps (some hand 
coloured), contents clean and crisp with a minimal amount of foxing. 
Ferguson, 457.
$ 1,850 AUD # 4426

A Federation period outdoor group portrait

MASON, Ernest. 
Social outing at a waterfall near Goulburn, New South Wales, circa 1900. 
Silver albumen print photograph, 150 x 200 mm, laid down on its 
original mount of thick board, recto of mount imprinted Ernest Mason 
Photo. Artist, 211 Auburn Street Goulburn, the print in fine condition with 
rich tones and great clarity, the mount with light marks and mild foxing. 
An absolute gem of Australian photography of this period.
$ 880 AUD  # 7963
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An early portrait of Cook

[COOK, James, 1728-1779]. 
Pratt Ware portrait plaque of Captain James Cook. 
[Great Britain : circa 1790].  Relief-moulded, underglaze-painted, 
cream-coloured earthenware ceramic, 203 x 125 x 6 mm, a bust 
portrait of Captain Cook within an oval cartouche, inscribed under the 
glaze, Cook; the portrait was cast from the model of John Flaxman’s 
Wedgwood and Bentley portrait medallion of Captain Cook, designed 
by Flaxman in 1779; minor restoration to the upper right area of the 
laurel wreath, otherwise a very good example. Rare.
$ 6,500 AUD # 12237
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A cartographic correction for Dumont d’Urville’s Voyage Au Pole Sud

VINCENDON-DUMOULIN, Clément Adrien (1811-1858). 
Autograph letter signed, to Casimir Gide, circa 1842. 
Single sheet, octavo, manuscript in brown ink, written on one side only, 
undated but probably 1842, a note from the hydrographer Vincendon-
Dumoulin to Dumont d’Urville’s publisher, Casimir Gide, suggesting 
an amendment to one of the maps in the fourth volume of Dumont 
d’Urville’s Voyage au Pôle Sud (Vincendon-Dumoulin was the editor 
of the work, published in 24 volumes between 1842 and 1854): “Si la 
carte du 4ème volume (iles Viti) n’et pas tirée, nous y ferons ajouter 
un nom d’ile qui est désignée dans la narration. C’est une omission de 
peu d’importance et qui, dans tous les cas, ne fera pas grand bruit si on 
ne peut plus la réparer”; signed Dumoulin; the note closes with “Salut et 
amitié à MM. Gide et Beadry”; original folds; clean and legible.
$ 1,200 AUD # 12253

The first meteorological map

[HALLEY, Edmond, 1656-1742]. 
Bibliothèque universelle et historique de l’année MDCLXXXVII.  
A Amsterdam, Chez Wolfgang, Waesberge, Boom, & van Someren, 1687. 
Tome quatrième. [Bound with Tome troisième, 1686]. Two volumes 
bound in one, thick duodecimo, contemporary full vellum (spine rolled, 
fore-edges of boards a little worn), spine with contemporary manuscript 
title in brown ink, pp 551, [25 index], with 2 folding copperplate 
diagrams; 552, [24 index], with [1] folding copperplate map (148 x 480 
mm) and [1] folding copperplate diagram; both volumes with individual 
title pages illustrated with woodcut vignettes; woodcut headpieces 
throughout; includes the French version of Halley’s important world 
map, showing trade winds and monsoonal activity.
$ 2,000 AUD # 12267
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Ethnography of Australia and the Pacific

EDGE-PARTINGTON, James (1854-1930). 
Ethnographical album of the Pacific Islands. Third series. 
[Portfolio cover title]. Also titled: An album of the weapons, tools, ornaments, articles of dress &c. of the natives of the Pacific islands. Drawn and described 
from examples in public & private collections in Australasia by James Edge-Partington. Third series. [London] : Issued for private circulation by James 
Edge-Partington & Charles Heape, 1898. “Lithographed by Palmer, Howe & Co., Manchester”. Edition limited to 175 copies (this copy is no.106). 
Oblong folio, [6], 225, [6] sheets, lithographed recto only, illustrated; includes Australia (leaves 95-146) and New Zealand (leaves 147-225); title-page 
with offsetting, otherwise clean and bright throughout; housed in the original blue and black portfolio box with working brass clasp, pictorial title 
label to lid; a fine example.
$ 8,000 AUD # 12250
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A superbly illustrated children’s ethnography

DELISLE, Ferdinand; LEUTEMANN, Heinrich Gottlieb (Henrik) 
(illustrator). 
Excursions chez les peuples étranges : causeries ethnographiques. 
Paris : Librairie de Théodore Lefèvre et Cie., Emile Guérin, éditeur, [1889]. 
First (and only) edition. Quarto, original cloth backed pictorial papered 
boards (lightly rubbed, corners bumped), pp vi, 71, [1 table of contents], 
with 12 double-leaf chromolithographic illustrations bound in hors texte, 
the subjects being: les hindous; les chinois; les japonais; les arabes; les 
nubiens; les nègres; les hottentots et les bochimans; les esquimaux; 
les guaranis et les patagons; les papous; les polynésiens; les australiens; 
contents clean and bright, a fine copy. Text in French. Extremely rare.
$ 3,300 AUD # 12249

Original wrappers for Hogg’s Large Folio edition of Cook’s Voyages

ANDERSON, George William; HOGG, Alexander (publisher) 
A Genuine and Elegant History of the Whole of Capt. Cook’s Voyages, &c. 
Complete. To be fully Completed in Only Eighty Six-Penny Numbers … … 
London : Printed by the Proprietors, and Published by Alex. Hogg, at 
the King’s Arms, No. 16, Pater-noster-Row, [1784-86]. Original wrappers 
for parts 2; 6; 45; 46; 47; 49, and 50 of Anderson’s Large Folio edition 
of Cook’s Voyages, originally issued in 80 weekly parts between 1784 
and 1786 (Beddie, 17, 18; Hill, 18 - neither noting the wrappers); folio, 
printed on blue unwatermarked laid paper; parts 6; 45; 49, and 50 upper 
wrappers only; each upper wrapper is illustrated with copper engravings 
of the Royal coat of arms flanked by the crests of the Admiralty and 
the Royal Navy; a crisp, clean group of seldom-seen Cook ephemera. 
Although first issued in parts, Anderson’s work was also subsequently 
sold as one complete folio volume (Forbes). 
$ 2,400 AUD # 11926
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Tasmania, Victoria, New South Wales, Queensland and Northern Australia

[Caire; Nettleton; Degotardi; Paine; Bayliss; Lindt; Sweet et al.]
Australian photographs. 
1880-1885. A fine nineteenth century album of photographs compiled by a traveller. Oblong folio, 290 x 430 mm, full leather with blind tooled 
decoration, upper and lower boards with gilt ornament and upper board titled in gilt Australian Photographs, inner boards with gilt dentelles, marbled 
endpapers, all edges gilt, containing [119] albumen print photographs in various formats ranging from 100 x 170 mm to 230 x 290 mm, mounted 
back-to-back on [52] leaves of thick card, all with contemporary handwritten captions in ink on the mount beneath the images; a few of the prints 
and some album leaves with mild foxing, the vast majority of the albumen prints in fine condition; overall an attractive, well-preserved travel album 
of substantial proportions. 
$ 9,500 AUD # 10408
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Separately issued cased map of Dupetit-Thouars’ circumnavigation

[DUPETIT-THOUARS, Abel Aubert, 1793-1864] GRESSIER, C.L. 
Carte générale du globe, pour servir au voyage de circumnavigation de 
la frégate La Vénus, sous le commandement de M. Du Petit-Thouars, 
Capitaine de vaisseau, Commandeur de la Légion d’Honneur, 1836-1839.  
[Paris : Gide, c.1841]. Steel engraved map with original hand colouring, 
showing the track of Dupetit-Thouars’ ship the Vénus; dissected into 36 
sections and laid on linen, 590 x 860 mm, folding to 150 x 100 mm, short 
tear to one the folds at upper left, otherwise in fine condition; housed 
in the original slipcase of marbled card with original red morocco title 
label lettered in gilt to spine (edges of the slipcase a little worn). Rare. 
$ 2,500 AUD # 12266

A Japanese map of Australia, issued after Pearl Harbour

オーストラリア. 
[Japan] : 1943. Colour map, 505 x 735 mm, folding to 260 x 190 mm, 
in original colour wrappers; scale 1 : 7500000; map of Tasmania inset; 
a few stains to the margins, otherwise in very good condition. Text in 
katakana and kanji characters.
$ 750 AUD # 12225
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Important aquatints of the Aborigines of New South Wales

CLARK, John Heaviside, c.1770-1863; [LEWIN, John William 1770-1819]. 
Foreign field sports, fisheries, sporting anecdotes, &c. &c. : from drawings by Messrs. Howitt, Atkinson, Clark, Manskirch, &c. : with a supplement of New 
South Wales. Containing one hundred and ten plates. 
London : Published and sold by H.R. Young, 56, Paternoster-Row, 1819. Second edition. Large quarto, contemporary blind tooled black morocco, 
gilt, all edges gilt, endpapers replaced, rear hinge split, front paste-down with ex libris of W.R. Griffith, 170 pp, [110] leaves of hand coloured aquatint 
plates; the Supplement, with caption title Sketch of the manners, pursuits, & c. of the natives of New South Wales, contains 10 plates of Aboriginal 
subjects; all of the plates have the Edward Orme 1813 imprint; scattered foxing, but the plates, particularly those in the Supplement, are clean and 
bright throughout; the usual amount of offsetting to the Supplement text pages; a very good copy of an important plate book, in the more desirable 
larger format. Ferguson, 739; Wantrup, 213b (note), and pp 280-3. 
$ 5,500 AUD # 12268
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A geographical card game featuring New 
Holland and the South Seas

JOUY, Victor-Joseph Etienne de. 
Sixième jeu de cartes géographiques, orné de 
figures gravées avec soin et représentant les 
différens peuples de la terre dans le costume 
particulier à chacun d’eux; destiné à l’instruction 
et à l’amusement de la jeunesse des deux sexes.  
Paris : H. Nicolle, [c.1810]. Original box of 
marbled paper over thick card with pasted-
down illustrated label to front, containing 
48 numbered cards (100 x 70 mm) with 
engraved cartouche and text to recto, each 
card representing a different region of the 
world; information sheet; lacking map.
$ 4,400 AUD # 12007

French Antarctic Expedition, 1903-05. Signed 
by Charcot and Pléneau.

CHARCOT, Jean-Baptiste (1867-1936). 
Le “Francais” au Pôle Sud. 
Paris : Ernest Flammarion, 1906. First edition. 
Quarto, publisher’s pictorial stiff wrappers 
(lightly foxed, chipped at head and tail of 
spine), a presentation copy inscribed on 
the half-title by Charcot and Pléneau., with 
a loosely inserted manuscript letter and its 
original envelope, being a note from Paul 
Pléneau to M. Van Melle dated 27 March 1931; 
with 300 illustrations (most photographic), 
edges with flecking, but internally clean and 
sound. An important association copy.
$ 1,000 AUD # 12235

An early eulogy to Cook

DELILLE, l’Abbé Jacques (1738-1813). 
Les jardins, ou l’art d’embellir les paysages : 
poème.
Paris : Cazin, 1791. Fifth edition. Duodecimo, 
contemporary half morocco over papered 
boards, spine with gilt lettered red leather 
title label and gilt ornament, marbled edges, 
front pastedown with eighteenth century 
manuscript collection label, engraved 
frontispiece, title page with engraved vignette; 
(a second title page is bound in after the 
first, Reims : Cazin, 1785 - which somewhat 
confusingly states sixth edition!); x, [11]-143, 
[1] pp; a crisp, clean copy in an attractive 
contemporary binding.
$ 880 AUD # 12243
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The dingo in the human psyche: the deluxe first edition of Mirbeau’s 
novel.

MIRBEAU, Octave (1848-1917). 
Dingo. 
Paris : Bibliothèque-Charpentier, 1913. First edition, limited to 175 
numbered copies; the present copy is one of 25 printed on papier 
impérial du Japon with wide margins (copy no. 15). Tall octavo, original 
full black morocco, spine with raised bands lettered in gilt, with gilt 
dentelles at head and tail, all edges gilt, inner boards ruled in triple gilt, 
crimson silk lining papers, marbled endpapers, 422 pp, a fine copy in the 
magnificent original binding; housed in a slightly later marbled slipcase. 
Text in French.
The final novel by the French writer Octave Mirbeau, Dingo was 
completed by his colleague Léon Werth. The story is a disturbing allegory 
of the violent unpredictability and murderous impulses that lurk deep 
within the human psyche, the protagonist being a wild dingo whose 
existence within contemporary French society is described through 
the first-person narrative of his owner. The chief redeeming quality of 
the animal is, however, one that is often lacking in common human 
behaviour: the dingo’s spontaneous interactions with its immmediate 
environment are instinctive and truthful, neither denying the creature’s 
real desires nor masking its own identity. Mirbeau paints the dingo as 
a paradox of outward savagery and profound harmony, a depiction 
which perhaps comes close to inverting our general perception of so-
called civilised humanity.
$ 5,500 AUD # 12232
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Kangaroos in Paris

TILLEULS, A. des; DURUY, Emile (illustrator)
Les petits enfants chez les gros animaux : 
promenades au Jardin des Plantes et au Jardin 
d’Acclimatation. 
Paris : Bernardin-Bechet, n.d. [c.1880]. 
Large quarto, original cloth backed pictorial 
papered boards, spine gilt, 32 pp, [12] full-
page chromolithographs, including one of 
kangaroos, and smaller lithographic illustrations 
in the text; the plates fresh and vibrant. 
A beautifully illustrated children’s book based 
around a stroll through the Botanical and 
Zoological gardens in Paris.
$ 900 AUD # 12248

The Western Australian goldfields

HAUSER, Henri 
L’or. 
Paris : Nony & cie., [1901?]. Second edition. 
Large quarto, publisher’s pictorial green cloth 
boards gilt (fine), patterned lining papers, all 
edges gilt, pp 379, illustrated throughout with 
black and white plates and line drawings in the 
text; a very good copy. Includes chapter on 
gold in Western Australia.
$ 650 AUD # 12187

An escaped French political exile in Sydney 
and Newcastle

PAIN, Olivier
Henri Rochefort : Paris, Nouméa, Genève
Paris : Périnet, [1879]. First edition. French 
politician and journalist Victor Henri 
Rochefort, Marquis de Rochefort-Luçay 
(1831-1913), was exiled to New Caledonia in 
1871 because of his Communard sympathies. 
In 1874 he escaped to New South Wales, 
where he spent time in both Newcastle and 
Sydney.
$ 600 AUD # 11212
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A first edition Burney

BURNEY, James (1750-1821)
A chronological history of the voyages and discoveries in the South Sea or Pacific Ocean. 
London : Printed by Luke Hansard, ... and sold by G. and W. Nicol ... 1803-17. First edition. Five volumes, quarto, recased using the original marbled 
papered boards, spines with raised bands, lettered in gilt Pacific Ocean / Burney and with volume numbers also stamped in gilt, each volume with 
the original marbled endpapers preserved, and discreet stamps of the King’s Inn Library, Dublin; [2], xii, [8], 391 pp plus five folding maps; v, [11], 482 
pp, plus six maps (five folding) and four plates; [10], 437 pp, plus ten maps (two folding) and nine plates; xviii, 580 pp plus four maps (three folding); 
vii, [1], 178, [2], 179-237 pp plus two maps (one folding) and folding plate; 6 woodcuts in text; a small amount of scattered foxing across the five 
volumes, but a very good set of a rare work, which Hill describes as “the most important general history of early South Sea discoveries containing 
practically everything of importance on the subject.” Ferguson 372; Sabin 9387; Hill 221. 
$ 18,000 AUD # 11862
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Rare exhibition catalogue of sacred 
Australian Aboriginal objects

ESKENASY, Acher. 
Au commencement etait le rêve / Galerie Le Gall 
Peyroulet. 
Paris : Galerie Le Gall Peyroulet, 1990. 
Quarto, original pictorial stiff wrappers, 32 pp, 
photographic illustrations throughout, map, 
diagrams; a near fine copy. Catalogue of an 
important exhibition held at Galerie Le Galle 
Peyroulet (a commercial art gallery), Paris, 
featuring tjuringas from Western, Central and 
South Australia.
$ 650 AUD # 12195

Artefacts from Cook’s Second Voyage

SÖDERSTRÖM, J. (Jan). 
A. Sparrman’s ethnographical collection from 
James Cook’s 2nd expedition (1772-1775). 
Stockholm : Bokförlags aktiebolaget Thule, 
1939. Series: The Ethnographical Museum 
of Sweden. New Series, Publication No. 6. 
Quarto, publisher’s stiff textured wrappers, 
presentation description to half-title, 70 pp, 24 
leaves of plates, a very good copy. Scarce.
$ 575 AUD # 12200

The first Swedish work of fiction set in 
Australia

ALMQVIST, Carl Jonas Love, 1793-1866
Parjumouf : saga ifrån Nya Holland.
Stockholm : Gadelius, 1817. First edition. 
This novella, by the Swedish romantic writer 
C.J.L. Almvqvist, tells the story of Parjumouf, 
a woman living in an earthly paradise on the 
western slopes of the recently-crossed Blue 
Mountains of New South Wales.
$ 2,200 AUD # 2766
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Deluxe edition of Anson

ANSON, George (1696-1762); WALTER, Richard 
A voyage round the world in the years MDCCXL, I, II, III, IV.
By George Andon Esq; Commander in Chief of a squadron of His Majesty’s 
ships, sent upon an expedition to the South-Seas. Compiled from the 
papers and other materials of the Right Honourable George Lord Anson, 
and published under his direction, by Richard Walter, M. A. Chaplain of 
his Majesty’s ship the Centurion, in that expedition. Illustrated with forty-
two copper-plates. London : printed for the author by John and Paul 
Knapton, in Ludgate-Street, MDCCXLVIII [1748]. 
Quarto, finely bound in full calf with gilt rule, spine in compartments with 
detailed tooling, expertly rebacked, all edges gilt, marbled endpapers. 
Title page; [blank]; pp. 3 (dedication); [blank]; 12 (list of subscribers); 4 
(contents); 11 (introduction); [blank]; folding world map; 417 (without 
the terminal ‘directions to the binder’); 42 folding copperplate maps, 
charts and plates. A royal paper copy, of larger margins than usual, 
issued in a deluxe edition of 350 copies to the subscribers listed at 
the beginning. 
A fine large paper copy of the first edition of one of the most significant 
maritime voyages of the eighteenth century.
Hill 1817; Sabin 1625.
$ 10,000 AUD # 12257
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An early French edition of Anson in vellum

ANSON, George, (1696-1762) WALTER, 
Richard. 
Voyage autour du monde, fait dans les années 
MDCCXL, I, II, III, IV … …
A Geneve : Chez Barrillot et fils, 1750. Second 
French translation. Quarto, full vellum, spine 
lettered in black with sepia wash, all edges 
stained red, title page in red and black with 
vignette engraving, pp xxiv; 363, [1],  34 folding 
engraved plates, many of them maps (a couple 
with old tape repairs), a very good, crisp copy 
in an unusually late continental vellum binding, 
probably northern Italian.
$ 3,850 AUD # 12191

The Estate of William Bligh

[BLIGH, William, 1754-1817]. 
Three legal documents relating to the New South 
Wales estates of William Bligh, 1838-1840.  
Copies of legal documents relating to the sale 
of Bligh’s Sydney properties were intended 
principally for those parties connected with 
the various estates, and would have been 
printed in small numbers.
$ 2,200 AUD # 10344

A voyage to New Holland in 1808

CROKER, T. Crofton (1798-1854). 
The Christmas box : an annual present for 
children. 
London : William Harrison Ainsworth, 1828. 
Duodecimo, original moire silk (rebacked), pp 
xii, 233, [2], illustrated with wood engravings; 
scattered foxing, a very good copy. Ferguson, 
1180aa; Muir, 1827. Includes A voyage to New 
Holland (pp.189-200).
$ 770 AUD # 12242
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A French artist’s book inspired by Uluru

LAMBERSY, Werner (text); RICARD, Jacqueline (illustrator). 
Uluru ce que me dit le didjeridoo. 
Paris : La Cour Pavée, 2005. First edition, limited to 36 copies, of which 
20 were signed by author and artist and numbered 1-20 (this is copy 
no. 10). Tall octavo, portfolio, containing 7 folding leaves with the text 
of Lambersy’s poem in homage to Uluru, with 7 héliogravures au 
grain by Ricard, preceded by a blank folding leaf and folding title leaf, 
and followed by the folding colophon leaf and second blank folding leaf; 
printed on papier Lana; housed in a black cloth slipcase, as issued. Text 
in French.
$ 2,200 AUD # 12226

A children’s geography with Polynesian plates

[ANTOINE, A.]. 
L’album des peuples, ou Collection de tableaux représentant les cérémonies 
les plus remarquables de diverses nations du monde, accompagné d’un 
texte historique.  
Paris : J. Langlumé et Peltier, n.d. [between 1832 and 1835]. First edition. 
Octavo, bound in modern quarter brown morocco over marbled 
boards, spine with gilt lettering and ornament, engraved frontispiece of 
the interior of a Russian dwelling, pp 116, illustrated with [26] full-page 
engraved plates, the subjects including a Maori war canoe; Tahitian chief; 
interior of a Tierra del Fuego dwelling; Peruvian Indians (2); Eskimos; 
Chinese punishment etc.; a crisp, clean copy. Text in French.
$ 600 AUD # 12214
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Dupetit-Thouars writes about his Voyage 
Autour Du Monde

DUPETIT-THOUARS, Abel Aubert (1793-
1864). 
Autograph letter signed, to General Hecquet, 
October 1841. 
Single sheet, folding to form [4] sides, small 
octavo, manuscript in brown ink, headed 
Paris, 30 Octobre 1841, a note from Admiral 
Dupetit-Thouars to General Hecquet [1787-
1872], advising him that he will soon receive 
the latest volumes of Dupetit-Thouars’ 
monumental work Voyage autour du monde 
sur la frégate la Vénus, pendant les annees 
1836-1839.

$ 1,200 AUD # 12252

A kangaroo in the Royal Navy

LOSACK, William. 
The Nautical Nomenclator; or, Dictionary of the 
British Navy. 
London : Printed, for David Steel, at the 
Navigation Warehouse ... by C. and W. Galabin 
... [1802]. First (and only) edition. Square 
duodecimo, a fine original copy. Includes 
“Kanguroo: a singular quadruped of New 
South Wales ... a sloop of 18 guns.”
$ 3,000 AUD # 10870

A precious relic of the Tichborne Case

COLERIDGE, John Duke (attributed). 
The defence’s manuscript notes for the first 
Tichborne trial (Tichborne v. Lushington), 1871-
72. 
Square folio, 77 leaves with trial transcripts 
and commentary by the principal defence 
lawyer, used by him to prepare for his closing 
argument. The case of the Tichborne Claimant 
(Arthur Orton, alias Tom Castro), in which 
an impostor living in Wagga Wagga claimed 
an inheritance of staggering proportions, has 
entered Australian folklore.
$ 4,800 AUD # 12251
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An important plate book with views of Sydney

DUPETIT-THOUARS, Abel Aubert (1793-1864). 
Voyage autour du monde sur la frégate la Vénus, pendant les années 1836-1839 ...  Atlas pittoresque.
Paris : Gide, 1841. Folio (535 x 335 mm), contemporary quarter-calf over blue cloth, spine lettered in gilt (light rubbing), marbled endpapers, half-
title, title page, 68 lithographed plates (14 with original hand colour, some others with tint blocks, occasional light foxing but remarkably clean), large 
engraved folding map of the world (a little miscreased), 3 pp (tables des planches). A fine copy of the Atlas Pittoresque of this major grand voyage. 
Includes four plates of Sydney, one a double-sheet panorama.
$ 25,000 AUD # 10782
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Ethnography of Australia, Oceania and the Malay archipelago

SAINT-PROSPER, A.-A.; DUPONCHEL, A.-A.; SAURIGNY, M.-G. de 
Le monde : histoire de tous les peuples depuis le temps les plus reculés 
jusqu’à nos jours. 
Paris : Lebirge-Duquesne, 1859. Ten volumes, large octavo, contemporary 
blind blocked green cloth, spines with gilt lettering, illustrated with 340 
steel engraved plates (some folding), occasional browning and sparse 
foxing, a very good set in uniform contemporary binding. The final 
volume includes sections on Oceania, Australia, Polynesia and the Malay 
archipelago, with plates of Maori, Australian Aborigines, Melanesians 
and Fiji Islanders.
$ 850 AUD # 7610

Photographic portrait of the explorer Robert O’Hara Burke 

[THOMAS ADAMS HILL] ; DAVIES & CO.
Robert O’Hara Burke
Mid-1860 [but probably published early 1863]. One of only a handful of 
known portrait photographs of one of the most celebrated figures in 
the history of Australian exploration. The image is from an ambrotype 
photograph attributed to Melbourne photographer Thomas Adams 
Hill, taken just prior to the departure of the ill-fated Burke and Wills 
expedition from Melbourne.
$ 3,300 AUD # 10275
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Cook’s descriptions of New Holland and the 
Pacific, by Cooke

MIDDLETON, Charles Theodore. 
A new and complete system of geography. 
Containing a full, accurate, authentic and 
interesting account and description of Europe, 
Asia, Africa, and America ... 
London : J. Cooke, 1777-78. Two volumes, 
folio, contemporary calf, expertly rebacked 
preserving original labels to spine; volume 1. 
pp xxviii, 540, [57] plates, [6] folding maps; 
volume 2. pp 550, [42] plates, [15] maps (2 
folding); a couple of old miscreases and minor 
repairs, but a very good set.  Includes lengthy 
descriptions of New Holland and the Pacific 
by Cook and others.
$ 3,850 AUD # 8252

First edition of Dumont d’Urville’s Voyage 
Pittoresque

DUMONT D’URVILLE, Jules Sébastian César 
(1790-1842). 
Voyage pittoresque autour du monde : résumé 
général des voyages de découvertes de 
Magellan, Tasman, Dampier, Anson, Byron, Wallis, 
Bougainville, Cook, Lapérouse, etc... 
Paris : Tenré, 1834-35. Three volumes quarto 
(two text volumes bound in one, plus two 
atlas volumes), contemporary half red 
morocco over marbled papered boards, spine 
with raised bands, gilt, text volumes pp viii, 576, 
584; atlas volumes with 276 wood engraved 
plates, 6 folding maps; complete; a very good 
set. Ferguson, 1771.
$ 1,500 AUD # 11389

Satirical references to Cook, the Queen of 
Tahiti and the Transit of Venus

[ANSTEY, Christopher, 1725-1805]. 
An election ball in poetical letters, in the 
Zomerzetshire dialect, from Mr. Inkle, a freeman 
of Bath, to his wife at Gloucester : with a poetical 
address to John Miller, Esq.; at Bath-Easton Villa. 
By the author of the New Bath Guide.  
Bath : Printed for the author by S. Hazard, 
1776. First edition. Folio, contemporary cloth 
backed limp marbled covers (rubbed, inside 
covers reinforced with tape), pp 44 (pp 1-17 
being Anstey’s The first ode of the book of 
Horace imitated. To John Miller, Esq.), mild foxing 
to extremities, otherwise contents crisp and 
fresh, a very good copy.
$ 1,650 AUD # 7613
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An unbuilt monument to Cook

[COOK, James, 1728-1779]. 
Proposal, for erecting a monument, on Eston-
Nab, in Cleveland, in memory of the celebrated 
navigator, Capt. James Cooke [sic]. 
Broadside, 210 x 145 mm (irregular), printed 
recto only on wove paper, at an early point 
trimmed, cut into two sections and tipped 
onto an album leaf (from which it has been 
removed), the text complete but lacking the 
full margins and the imprint at the foot.
$ 2,200 AUD # 11232

Scarce tract on maritime sicknesses, citing 
Cook

KERAUDREN, Pierre François (1769-1857?). 
Mémoire sur les causes des maladies des marins 
et sur les soins à prendre pour conserver leur 
santé dans les ports et à la mer.  
Second edition. Octavo, original grey 
wrappers (upper wrapper and spine with 
later manuscript author and title), pp 115, [1] 
engraved diagram of a furnace ventilator ; a 
fine copy. Text in French.
$ 2,000 AUD # 12229

Barrington’s narratives of New South Wales

BARRINGTON, George (1755-1804). 
An account of a voyage to New South Wales. . .
The history of New South Wales …
London : 1803. / London : 1810.
A fine set of both of Barrington’s allonymous 
narratives of New South Wales, finely bound 
in matching period flame calf,.
$ 4,500 AUD # 11263
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A first edition Flinders

FLINDERS, Matthew (1774-1814). 
A Voyage to Terra Australis, undertaken for the purpose of completing the discovery of that vast country, and prosecuted in the years 1801, 1802, and 
1803, in His Majesty’s ship the Investigator and subsequently in the armed vessel Porpoise and Cumberland Schooner. With an account of the shipwreck 
of the Porpoise, arrival of the Cumberland at Mauritius, and imprisonment of the commander during six years and a half in that island. 
London : W. Bulmer and Co. for G. and W. Nicol, 1814. Two volumes quarto and one volume elephant folio, finely bound by Aquarius of London, 
the two quarto volumes in full tan calf, the spines in compartments with contrasting morocco title labels, the atlas in half-calf over marbled boards, 
some very minor scuffs but a most handsome set..
$ 60,000 AUD # 8511
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Photographic views of Sydney Harbour

CLARKE, Jacob Richard, 1822-1893, publisher ; BRODIE, Alexander 
(photographer, attributed). 
Album of photographs of Sydney and surrounds, circa 1875. 
Photograph album, quarto, 290 x 250 mm, full contemporary blind-
tooled morocco (rubbed and scuffed, short split from tail of spine), silk 
lining papers, front pastedown with later owner’s inscription, containing 
56 albumen print photographs, the first 30 being of scenes around 
Sydney Harbour, the remainder comprising city buildings, the Botanic 
Gardens and views of the Blue Mountains and Martindale Station 
in the Upper Hunter Valley, all in format 150 x 200 mm, laid down 
recto and verso of 28 leaves of thick card, the vast majority with a 
contemporary caption in ink beneath the image; all edges gilt, scattered 
foxing throughout the album but the albumen prints in generally very 
good condition with an acceptable amount of mild foxing or fading to 
a few; the wet stamp of the bookseller and publisher J.R. Clarke shows 
through from the verso of one print.
$ 4,000 AUD # 5279

First Italian edition of  Voyage De La Pérouse Autour Du Monde

[LA PÉROUSE, Jean Francois Galaup de]. 
Viaggio di La Perouse intorno al mondo.  
Four volumes, duodecimo, early half morocco over marbled papered 
boards, spines with gilt lettering and ornament, bindings firm, vol. 1. pp 
xxviii, 236, [26], 4 coloured plates; vol. 2. pp 294, 6 coloured plates; vol. 
3. pp 271, 3 coloured plates; vol. 4. pp 297, [27], 3 coloured plates, [1] 
folding colour map; mild scattered foxing in each volume; top corner of 
pp 261-2 of vol. 4 torn, with the loose piece inserted; otherwise a fine 
set. Text in Italian. Ferguson, 609.
$ 3,850 AUD # 10580
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Banned in Australia

WITHINGTON, Paul; COLUMBIA PICTURES [U.S.A.]. 
The Blonde Captive. 
[Los Angeles, California] : Columbia Pictures, [1932]. 
Group of seven original lobby cards for the controversial 
film The Blonde Captive, shot in northwest Western 
Australia in 1928. The film was banned in Australia and 
gained only a short American release in 1932.
$ 7,500 AUD # 12032
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